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the statements of witnesses. In point of fact Nobel tried various
other absorbents before-kiesdguhr, including powdered charcoal,
wood shavings, cement, brickdust, and it was only after the most
exhaustive trial blasting operations with the various mixtures,
carried out in the Klausthal, Konigshiitte, Dortmund and other
mines, that he decided in favour of kiesdguhr, as having the
advantage of a greater absorbent capacity, combined with a stable
chemical nature.
He seems to have hesitated for some time between powdered
charcoal and kiesclguhr, and in the autumn of 1866 ho reported to
his brother Robert on his experiments with powdered charcoal
Robert wrote him a long letter on this subject, on Christmas Day,
1866, which contains the following passage:
" I am particularly pleased with your method of mixing nitro-
glycerine with charcoal, I carried exit three blasting operations
yesterday in comparatively shallow holes, and found that the effect
was much more powerful than with the nitro-glyccrine alone; we
used water as well as sand for packing the charge—always with
equal success. It has recently been noticed on countless occasions
that the whole charge did not explode, which may easily have been
due to the fact that the charge was too powerful in relation to the
resistance of the species of rock. I think we may assume that this
happens nearly always, with the result that a portion of the
explosive oil is dissipated unexplodcd. Apart from the fact that
your new process avoids this, the force of the explosion is more
evenly distributed, owing to the greater area of the mass. I am
almost led to believe that you used too little nitre-glycerine in the
mixture at Klausthal, or you would be simply delighted with your
new discovery. I have made a firm paste of the mixture, rather
like thick boot blacking. Much smaller amounts of this mixture
can be caused to explode in shallow holes by means of percussion
caps than could be exploded if they consisted of pure nitro-glycerine.

